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n Deterring violence
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n Enhancing coping skills
n Reducing risk

n Preventing suicide

Getting into the ACT
A critical aspect of the Signs of Suicide
(SOS) program from Screening for
Mental Health Inc. is the acronym ACT:
Acknowledge, Care and Tell. Schools are
encouraged to repeat the acronym throughout video presentations and discussions
to aid with student recollection.

A
C
T

Acknowledge: Students are asked
to acknowledge that someone may be
having a hard time and not to minimize
these difficult feelings
Care: Students are asked to tell the
friend(s) that they care for him
or her, and that they are concerned
that the friend needs help.
Tell: Students are asked to then tell a
trusted adult, either with the depressed
or suicidal friend or on his or her behalf.

Landmark Court Cases
Eisel v. Board of Education of
Montgomery County 2nd Federal Circuit
Court, 1991 determined that even when
a student denies suicidal intent (as can
often occur), a collaborative school team
has an obligation to notify parents if the
team suspects the child to be suicidal.

Wyke v. Polk County School Board 11th Federal Circuit Court, 1997
found the school district liable for not offering suicide prevention
programs, providing inadequate supervision of a suicidal student,
and failing to notify parents when their children were suicidal.
Parents elected not to seek punitive damages from the district but
wanted a policy shift to include provisions for suicide prevention,
intervention and postvention; the school district complied.

Association of Wisconsin, and the vital
work that school administrators do in
shaping the future of our children, our
schools—and our society.
*Evaluating Iatrogenic Risk of Youth Suicide Screening Programs:
A Randomized Controlled Trial. Gould MS, et al., Journal of the
American Medical Association 2005; 293: 1635-1643.

Effective program [building student resiliency]
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Consider this: For every 100,000 Wisconsin students

between the ages of 15-19, nearly 11 complete

School District’s school nurse, yet as years passed

suicide, a rate 40 percent higher than the national

she had an unshakable feeling that her district was

average of 7.8 (Centers for Disease Control and

not equipped to help a depressed student, much less
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to build student resiliency
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“When I read about Signs of Suicide (SOS, from

and teaching its central tenets: creating a supportive

Screening for Mental Health, Inc.), I thought it could

and responsive environment for teens at risk for

provide answers to this problem,” says Creasey,

depression or suicide by teaching them the warning

rather than a reaction mode,” says Jamie Benson,

who along with the school’s Pupil Services Team

signs of both.

MEd, Superintendent of River Valley School District

convinced the district to implement the program six
years ago. Her youth suicide fears are well-founded.

SOS includes a classroom educational component

“We’re trying to operate in a prevention mode

in South Central Wis. “SOS helps students build

and a depression screening tool. Students discuss

resiliency skills, which is part of an overall program

depression, warning signs of suicide, and are given

here that focuses on reducing suicides, drug and

a list of resources. Students can then be screened

alcohol abuse, and other destructive behavior.”

through a brief survey that may bring to light signs

SOS is a useful tool to implement along with the

of depression or suicide and they can see a coun-

DPI suicide prevention curriculum, that mirrors the

selor that day to discuss the issues. If there are

ACT approach (see sidebar) and meets the state

concerns about a student with depression or suici-

curriculum requirements, according to Jon Hisgen,

dal signs, a parent/guardian is contacted.

MS, with DPI.

The point of the program is clear: opening a
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n Improving academics

Learn more: Contact Brenda Jennings, formerly

dialogue with students about depression and suicide

of River Valley Schools, who now works for

can reduce stigma and engage young people to get

the MHA of Wisconsin as youth suicide prevention

help for themselves or someone close to them.

coordinator, at brenda.mha@tds.net.

Crisis mode [Menasha responds]
T
he Menasha high school student with an

Former Pupil Services Director John Ruck,

athletic prowess that allowed him to excel

who initiated the crisis response plan 30 years

in every sport he touched and people skills that

ago, convinced school administrators that such a

propelled him to class president also had another

program was vital in responding to crisis situa-

less desirable talent: ability to hide mental distress.

tions. Back then, it was considered an investment

When this student completed suicide in Jan.
2006, school administrators were able to rely
upon a sound crisis response program that they
had implemented 15 years earlier to deal with a

in pupil services and developmental guidance,

Evolving crisis plan makes sense

guidance programs in the state.
Suicide prevention is part of Menasha’s formal

S

Signs of Suicide (SOS) from Screening for

proactive and evolving are more accurate.

“It reaffirmed the need to have a plan in
place,” said Fred Taylor, school psychologist with
Mental Health, Inc., in its curriculum. Moreover,
the Menasha Joint School District. “If you wait to

8-ball. You should plan, have people trained, and
know how to implement the plan.”
Like any school-based initiative, the plan is
grounded in evidence-based procedures; it
follows guidelines by the National Association

tatic is not a word that describes the

crisis management plan as the district utilizes

scenario just like this.

react to a crisis after it occurs, you’re behind the

[changing course]

with this being one of the first developmental

Horace Mann Middle School Crisis Plan;

“We keep our eyes and ears open and

This mindset also extends to suicide
prevention. When students exhibit suicidal
tendencies, Horace Mann acts decisively to
engage appropriate community partners

the crisis response plan is always evolving: After

constantly review our crisis plan, its

including police if a youngster in imminent

the recent suicide, administrators discussed how

processes and update it to reflect current

danger requires emergency hospitalization.

effective the crisis response plan was at manag-

problems,” says Russ Groblewski, principal

ing the emotional toll on students and what

of the Sheboygan County school.

needed to be improved in the future.
When crises occur, Menasha has shown it has

“Suicide is not an issue we take lightly.
We never underestimate a statement that a

For instance, when word got around that

student makes,” says Groblewski. “We have

students were playing the so-called choking

a culture here of reporting self-inflicted cuts

of School Psychologists (nasponline.org) and the

the infrastructure in place to react quickly to the

game—the self-asphyxiation activity that can

and other dangerous behavior to parents

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. And

problem, yet the district continues to refine its

have grave consequences—the Building

and the appropriate agencies.”

it also needs support from the top down.

crisis plan to meet ever-evolving needs.

If you wait to respond to a CRISIS after it occurs,

“

“
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In fact, the school creates highly individu-

Consultation Team immediately convened to
address the problem. Further, the school

alized plans for students deemed suicidal

supports its crisis team with ad hoc commit-

and communicates the plan to appropriate

tees that respond to specific problems or

staff on a need-to-know basis.

you’re behind the 8-ball. You should PLAN, have people

situations; this decentralized process allows

trained, and know how to IMPLEMENT the plan.

the school to tackle challenges quickly, says

person’s responsibility here, it’s everybody’s

Groblewski.

responsibility,” adds Groblewski.

— Fred Taylor, School Psychologist, Menasha Joint School District
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“Responding to a crisis is not one

Helping hand [resources and help]
Self-destructive thoughts and acts among youth—including suicide—are
not rare. Research shows that these thoughts often go hand-in-hand
with low achievement, social isolation, and various high-risk behaviors.
The following resources are available to assist school administrators in
ensuring that they are using the best practices in addressing youth
suicide prevention.
DPI CURRICULUM
Using SOS (see Effective program article) and other curricula, schools
can help students learn to manage their feelings and know how to
react to a suicidal friend. These materials can also help schools meet
state law regarding suicide prevention education. DPI’s evidencesupported curricula for middle and high school students are available
for free distribution to schools. The classroom lessons are: Engagement
(SOS video), Content (warning signs), Skills Building (writing a story
using warning signs and ACT), Review game (“Apples to Apples”), and
a Community Connection lesson (“Crisis Cards” where students explore
local and national prevention and intervention resources). Call Jon
Hisgen, MS, DPI’s Health Education Consultant, at 608-267-9234.
BEST PRACTICES IN CRISIS INTERVENTION
Are you wondering whether your crisis plans reflect the best current

practices? The MHA of Wisconsin is working with experts in crisis
intervention to develop best practice protocols for suicide prevention,
intervention and postvention in school and community settings. If you
would like to receive a copy of these materials, please contact Brenda
Jennings at 608-441-8980 or brenda.mha@tds.net.
GUIDING YOUR EFFORTS
School-based suicide prevention programs can include suicide
awareness curricula, screening, gatekeeper training, peer helper
programs, postvention/crisis intervention or skills training. Care should
be taken when selecting a program because some have not been
shown to be effective. To help guide school administrators, researchers
at the University of Florida have released a comprehensive evidencebased toolkit; it is available online at theguide.fmhi.usf.edu.
The Mental Health Association of Wisconsin has also put together a
toolkit that builds on the Florida Guide and incorporates important
elements of community-based suicide prevention. The MHA and DPI
encourage schools to work with organizations in your community
to develop comprehensive youth suicide prevention projects. This
toolkit can tell you how to do that:
mhawisconsin.org/education/suicideprevention/#toolkit.

Mental note [classroom struggles?]
More Wisconsin youths complete suicide than in neighboring Midwest states, as the chart below demonstrates. In fact, suicide is the second-leading
cause of death for Wisconsin adolescents ages 15-19. Why is this? Experts point to a number of factors: high binge drinking among Wisconsin
youths, easy access to firearms, and poor access to mental health services in many parts of the state. All of these are risk factors for suicide.

CDC Suicide Death Rates (per 100,000) For Midwest Youths Ages 15-19, 1999-2003
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[talk back]
and the

How concerned is your school district about legal liability when helping a
depressed or suicidal student? What strategies and procedures does your crisis

In partnership with:

management team employ when encountering at-risk scenarios? Let us know at
talkback@wellawaresp.org and tell us what you think of Well Aware, a suicide
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Sheboygan, WI

prevention resource for school leaders and administrators.
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